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Abstract: In a European context characterized by growing need for operational flexibility across the
electricity sector, the combined cycle power plants are increasingly subjected to cyclic operation.
These new operation profiles cause an increase of production costs and decrease of revenues,
which undermines the competitiveness of the combined cycles. Power plant operators need tools
to predict the effect of off-design operation and control mechanisms on the performance of the
power plant. Traditional Thermodynamic or Thermoeconomic models may be unpractical for the
operators, due to their complexity and the computational effort they require. This study proposes a
Thermoeconomic Input–Output Analysis model for the on- and off-design performance prediction of
energy systems, and applies it to La Casella Natural Gas Combined Cycle (NGCC) power plant, in
Italy. It represents a stand-alone, reduced order model, where the cost structure of the plant products
and the Thermoeconomic performance indicators are derived for on- and off-design conditions as
functions of the load and of different control mechanisms, independently from the Thermodynamic
model. The results of the application show that the Thermoeconomic Input–Output Analysis model is
a suitable tool for power plant operators, able to derive the same information coming from traditional
Thermoeconomic Analysis with reduced complexity and computational effort.

Keywords: thermoeconomic input–output analysis; natural gas combined cycle; flexibility

1. Introduction

According to the guidelines of EU Energy Roadmap 2050, Natural Gas Combined Cycle (NGCC)
power plants may become the main backup technology in the low carbon European electricity
system [1]. Following the current trend, the average capacity factor may decrease while the amplitude
of load variations, the number of ramp-up cycles, and their steepness increase. This implies that
NGCCs may experience an increase of production costs and decrease of revenues, which undermines
their competitiveness and possibly the adequacy of the grid. Therefore, the operators are interested
in lowering the generation costs and benefitting from price peaks on the market, in order to regain
competitiveness. This can be attained by modifying the configuration of the power plants and the
operation strategies, so as to enhance the cycling capability of the units [2,3]. However, the operators
hardly have tools to predict the benefits deriving from new configurations or control logics. On one side,
the live monitoring systems of the power plants only measure and record the present thermodynamic
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quantities, taking snapshots of the performance, without any predictive capability. On the other
side, the thermodynamic models in literature for the performance evaluation of NGCCs seem to be
more research-oriented than industry-oriented, requiring complex solution algorithms and often high
computational time and effort.

1.1. State-of-the-Art Performance Evaluation of NGCC Power Plants

Several thermodynamic models have been proposed for the off-design performance prediction
of power plants. Dynamic models are usually employed to assess the performance and the potential
improvements on specific components, like those computing the response time of the Heat Recovery
Steam Generator (HRSG) to thermal transients [4]. Quasi-stationary models are useful to compute the
thermodynamic benefits of given interventions over time averaged profiles [5–9]. Techno-economic
methodologies add cost accounting evaluations to the thermodynamic performance predictions,
providing the operators with more complete pictures of the potential costs and benefits. However,
they do not pinpoint the causes for cost increases in off-design operation, because they do not look
into the productive structure of the processes [10]. Literature suggests Thermoeconomic Analysis
(TA) as an appropriate tool to evaluate the cost structure of energy system products, allowing internal
evaluations on the performance of each component in off-design operation [11]. TA pertains to the
domain of Exergy Analysis (ExA), which can be considered one of the most famous and employed
tools in the field of energy system analysis [12–14].

Kotas et al. introduced the concept of structural coefficients to estimate to what extent the
variation of the efficiency of a component in a chain influences another component in that chain [12].
This is a key concept in the industrial practice, since it allows the analyst to compute and locate the
inefficiencies in the power plant and, consequently, to predict the benefits of new configurations
or control mechanisms [15,16]. Valero et al. provided a synthesis of this concept introducing the
Input–Output approach for Thermoeconomic Analysis of generic systems [17–19]. Input–Output is
well established in economics to analyze the interaction between economic sectors, producers, and
consumers [20]; applied to the performance analysis of power plants, it provides a picture of the
relationships between resources and products of the various components. So far, this approach has
been applied only to the on-design performance evaluation.

One weakness of all these models is that they are often more research-oriented than
industry-oriented and their indications for the performance optimization cannot be implemented by the
power plant operators [20,21]. In the first place, some suggest interventions on components which can
hardly be changed: in an existing power plant, components such as the compressor, the combustion
chamber or entire heat exchangers will not be easily replaced, or major interventions on the gas
turbine will not be carried out off-schedule. On the contrary, the on- and off-line cleaning procedures of
components like compressor, condenser and heat exchangers may be re-scheduled upon the indications
coming from Thermoeconomic Analyses. Secondly, disaggregated information on some components
(such as the gas turbine assembly) may be useless for the operators, when they have limited margin
to improve them; conversely, it may be crucial on other components, when the malfunctions can be
repaired with minor maintenance interventions (such as fouling on heat exchangers in the HRSG).
Another weakness is the complexity of the models and the high computational effort and time they
require, which may make them unfit to be directly employed by industrial practitioners. This may
cause barriers between scientific research and industrial practice to arise. Barriers for the operators
arise, since they cannot employ these models to predict the performance of the power plants with
new configurations or control mechanisms; barriers for the researchers arise, who cannot apply their
models to case studies of interest for the operators and draw indications about feasible improvements.
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1.2. Objective and Structure of the Work

The present work proposes a Thermoeconomic Input–Output Analysis (TIOA) model for the on-
and off-design performance prediction of energy systems, and applies it to La Casella NGCC power
plant, operating in northern Italy.

This work contributes to the state-of-the-art literature and current industrial practice in the
following ways:

‚ It is a stand-alone and reduced order model: by means of Input–Output mathematics, it
computes the costs of the products and other thermoeconomic parameters independently from
the thermodynamic plant model. The reduced complexity and computational effort of TIOA may
help abate the aforementioned barriers between scientific research and industrial practice;

‚ It can be applied for the analysis of many different on- and off-design plant configurations and
control mechanisms, providing useful indications to power plant operators for the purposes of
cost assessment, design optimization or malfunction diagnosis.

In Sections 2–4 the derivation of the Thermodynamic, Cost and TIOA models is respectively
described. In Section 5, the on- and off-design TIOA model is applied to the considered power plant.

2. Materials and Methods

The novel TIOA approach proposed by the Authors is here presented.

2.1. Thermoeconomic Input Output Analysis

Let us consider one generic energy system composed of n pieces of equipment, connected to each
other and to the environment by m material and energy interactions characterized by means of their
exergy equivalents. Exergy can be defined as “the amount of useful work extractable from a generic
system when it is brought to equilibrium with its reference environment through a series of reversible
processes in which the system can only interact with such environment” [12]. All the exergy flows can
be classified according to their economic purpose, through the so-called Resource-Product-Losses (RPL)
criterion [22]: this practice allows the analyst to distinguish among productive components, whose
main purpose is to generate a useful product, and dissipative components, that do not generate any
final product, but are responsible for disposing of the residues created during production (condensers,
filters, scrubbers, stacks, etc.).

Therefore, n exergy balances and exergy efficiencies can be defined as in relation Equation (1).
Note that this definition is not unique and depends on the component and its operational role within
the system,

.
ExR,i “

.
ExP,i `

.
ExL,i `

.
ExD,i Ñ ηi “

.
ExP,i
.
ExR,i

. (1)

According to the theoretical formulation of TIOA, given that the material and energy flows within
the system are properly classified based on the RPL criterion, the definition of the auxiliary relations
which was necessary for the traditional approach (incidence matrix representation) [23], is implicitly
included in the Input–Output analysis and no longer required.

Let the generic system be composed of nP productive components P p1, . . . , nPq and nD dissipative
components D pnP ` 1, . . . , nP ` nDq, with n “ nP ` nD. For this system, the Transaction matrix Z is
defined, whose elements represent the exergy rate (J/s) produced by ith component and fueled as a
resource to jth component,

Z “
” .

ExP,ij

ı

i, j P PYD. (2)

The definition of exergy junction ratios is required to overcome the problem of allocating the
product of multiple components as a resource of other components [17,24]. The amount of exergy
provided to the environment by productive and dissipative components is respectively collected in
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the Final Demand vector f pnP ˆ 1q and in the Residue vector gpnD ˆ 1q: these vectors define the System
Output vector w pnˆ 1q according to relation Equation (3),

w “

«

f pnP ˆ 1q

g pnD ˆ 1q

ff

Ñ

$

’

&

’

%

f “
” .

ExP,i0

ı

i P P

g “
” .

ExL,i0

ı

i P D
. (3)

The Resource vector R pnˆ 1q collects the amount of exogenous resources that directly fuel the
system. Its elements can be defined in different units, leading to the definition of different costs of
the final demand f: in Exergy Cost Theory (ECT) and Exergoeconomic Cost Analysis, the elements of R
represent respectively the exergy (in J/s) and the economic cost (in €/s) provided to each component.
In this article, the Resource vector R is compiled in monetary units, and it includes fuel costs, capital
investment and depreciation, as well as operation and maintenance expenses, allocated among all the
n components.

The Technical Coefficients matrix A pnˆ nq and the Input vector B pnˆ 1q are defined according to
standard Input–Output analysis (IOA) as in relation Equation (4),

A “ Z ¨ x̂´1; B “ R ¨ x̂´1. (4)

Thanks to the introduced definitions, it is possible to evaluate the specific and total exergy and
economic costs of both system products and residues, according to Equation (5), where c pnˆ 1q is the
specific cost vector, C pnˆ 1q is the total cost vector, and L pnˆ nq is the Leontief Inverse matrix. In IOA,
relation Equation (5) is known as the Leontief Cost Model (LCM) [25],

L “ pI´Aq´1
Ñ c “ LT ¨B Ñ C “ ŵ ¨ c. (5)

According to the cost accounting practice, the cost of the residues should be reallocated to useful
products only. This can be done through the proportionality criterion proposed by Valero [17,26]:
the cost of the residue of the jth dissipative component is allocated to each productive component
that feeds it, in proportion to the amount of exergy it delivers to j. This is expressed by the residues
cost distribution ratio ψji, defined by Equation (6) as the fraction of jth resource coming from the
ith component,

ψji “

.
ExP,ij
.
ExR,j

Ñ
ÿ

iPP

ψji “ 1 @i P P, j P D. (6)

A Residues production coefficients matrix WR pnˆ nq can be thus defined to collect the residues
production coefficients ρji , defined in matrix form by relation Equation (7),

WR “
“

ρji
‰

Ñ ρji “

$

’

’

&

’

’

%

0 j P P

ψji ¨

.
ExP,j
.
ExP,i

j P D .
(7)

Rearranging the cost balances and introducing Equations (6) and (7), the reallocated specific and
total exergy costs of useful products only can be determined as in relation Equation (8),

L “ pI´A´WRq
´1

Ñ c1 “ LT
R ¨B Ñ C1 “ ŵ ¨ c1. (8)

The systems of equations introduced above in matrix form can be schematically represented as in
Figure 1.
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Apart from the specific exergy cost of plant products, the standard exergy cost evaluation
formalized here leads to the definition of a set of parameters which allow the so-called iterative
design evaluation and optimization process, as described by [17,19,22]:

‚ Exergy destruction and losses: defined by Equation (9), they reveal the location and the magnitude
of the thermodynamic irreversibilities within each component. Vector i is known as summation
vector [27]

.
ExR,i “

.
ExP,i `

.
ExL,i `

.
ExD,i Ñ D “ pi1ˆn ¨Zq

T
´Z ¨ inˆ1. (9)

‚ Exergoeconomic costs of exergy destructions: defined by Equation (10), they reveal the impact that
the thermodynamic inefficiencies occurring in each component have on the economic costs of
the products.

CExD “ D̂ ¨ c (10)

2.2. Derivation of the Stand-Alone Thermoeconomic Input–Output Model

In this section, a procedure to derive a TIOA model is defined by the Authors:

1. Thermodynamic modelling and simulation. The performance of the power plant in off-design
operation depends on many parameters, and these may be classified into two main groups:
exogenous parameters, which are not controlled by the operator (such as environmental temperature
or LHV of the fuel), and endogenous parameters, which can be controlled (such as load control
mechanism, plant load and the reversible performance degradation of one or more components
by means of maintenance interventions).

The response of the power plant to different values of each of these parameters can be evaluated
by running the thermodynamic model several times. However, this carries some drawbacks:
it involves time and computational effort; it provides results only for discrete values of the
parameters; and, most of all, it requires expertise in thermodynamic modeling. In the most
general case, a number K of exogenous or endogenous parameters can be considered. Assuming
a number αi of possible values for each ith parameter, a total number of plant simulations NS
must be performed according to relation Equation (11),

Ns “

K
ź

i“1

αi. (11)

2. Exergy and TIOA analysis. Both the on- and off-design model computed temperature, pressure
and mass flow rate of each stream at different operating conditions. From such values, the
related exergy rates are derived according to literature [12,22,28], and exergy balances for each
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plant component are derived according to relation Equation (1). The fundamental matrices and
vectors presented in Figure 1 are then derived for each on- and off-design configuration of the
system, as described in Subsection 2.1. Finally, the specific and total exergoeconomic costs are
derived through LCM Equation (8), as well as the exergy destructions Equation (9) and the
exergoeconomic costs of exergy destructions Equation (10);

3. Definition of the stand-alone TIOA model. Each element in the matrices and vectors of Figure 1 is
derived as a continuous function of the above introduced endogenous and exogenous variables
through linear regression, by means of a Visual Basics® (Microsoft Visual Basic for applications
7.0, Version 1628) procedure implemented by the Authors. These results in a reduced order
Thermoeconomic model of the power plant: LCM Equation (8) can be applied to a single functional
input–output table where the only inputs are the values of the endogenous/exogenous parameters
of interest, and the outputs are the performance indices of the power plant, from the global to the
component level.

3. Case Study: La Casella NGCC

3.1. Thermodynamic Model: Plant Layout and Main Assumptions

The NGCC power plant of La Casella (PC), operated by Enel S.p.A. in northern Italy, is considered:
it consists of four groups, each made of one gas turbine and a coupled vertical HRSG (repowered from
a boiler). Since the groups are identical, the analysis is performed only for one of them, represented
in Figure 2. The software Thermoflow Thermoflex™ (Version 24.1.1, Revision: 23 September 2014) is
employed to perform the thermodynamic simulation of the plant in both on- and off-design conditions:
it is a zero-dimensional software for power plant modeling, which iteratively solves the mass and
energy balances at the nodes of a network of pre-defined or user-defined components.
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Figure 2. Power plant model and legend of the components.
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Common inputs. The analyzed plant consists of the following main components: gas turbine (GT),
which generates a design net electric power of 252.5 MW with a turbine inlet temperature (TIT) of
1295.6 ˝C; HRSG with 13 heat exchangers operating on three pressure levels; steam turbine (ST) with
design 131.5 MW electric power generation; and condenser (COND). For the gas turbine assembly, a
model of Siemens V94.3a is available in the database of Thermoflex. It is employed in the model for it
to adhere as much as possible to the real power plant. However, this prevents knowledge of the maps
of the turbine and the compressor, because they are not released by the manufacturer. Moreover, the so
modeled gas turbine is almost a black box, not split into its individual components. In the present case,
Siemens V94.3a serves the purpose of the study to show a new modeling approach, but it can easily be
replaced when needed. As far as the steam turbine is concerned, it consists in high, intermediate and
low pressure bodies, of eleven, four and six stages, respectively. The maps of the bodies are not known
as well. However, the turbines operate in sliding pressure control; therefore, their efficiencies can be
considered constant [29].

Inputs to the on-design model. In addition to the common inputs, the pinch points of the evaporators,
the sub-cooling temperatures of the economizers, the steam outlet temperatures of the super-heaters
are fixed for each pressure level. Figure 3 shows the T-Q diagram of the HRSG in design conditions.
The length of the lines on the horizontal axis shows the transferred heat rate and the vertical axis shows
the temperature levels. Since, in the parallel economizers (ECO1-HP and ECO-MP), heat is exchanged
simultaneously between one stream of flue gases and two streams of water, the heat transferred in
each economizer cannot be illustrated properly in the T-Q diagram. Therefore, in order to distinguish
the heat duty of each heat exchanger, the parallel economizers are shown in series. The numbers below
the specified heat exchangers in Figure 3 are the transferred heat to the water side in kW. Starting
from all these inputs, the mass and energy balance equations of the system are closed, the remaining
properties of all the streams are computed and the geometric features of the components are derived.
The on-design model is validated by comparison of the results with the operation data available from
the power plant.
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effects of cycling operation on the performance of the power plant. Therefore, endogenous variables
like gas turbine load, off-design control mechanisms and performance decay of some components
become inputs. The steam turbines work in sliding pressure: therefore, the load of the whole power
plant is controlled through the gas turbine by closure of the compressor’s Inlet Guide Vanes (IGVs).
When the valves are completely closed, the load of the gas turbine is reduced to 50% of the nominal
load. When the air mass flow rate is reduced through the IGVs, the fuel flow rate is also reduced
according to two control mechanisms:

‚ Constant Turbine Outlet Temperature (TOT). This reduces the thermal stresses over the heat
exchangers in the bottoming cycle in off-design, and the TIT decreases consequently;

‚ Constant Turbine Inlet Temperature (TIT). This is claimed to limit the global reduction of efficiency.
The TOT increases, but the parts of the HRSG exposed to the highest temperatures are safe, since
they were originally sized for a simple steam cycle, with higher temperatures.

Notice that the two control mechanisms introduced above represent two limit conditions; in
real operation, hybrid mechanisms combining these two may be employed as well. The impact of
exogenous variables like the environmental conditions or the LHV of the fuel can be easily evaluated
with the model, but this is outside the scope of the present work. Thus, they are assumed to be
fixed in all the simulations. The properties of all the streams are now dependent variables and they
are computed at different loads of the gas turbine, from 100% to 50% by steps of 5%. A macro is
defined in Thermoflow Thermoflex™ for this purpose. Moreover, they are computed for both the control
mechanisms of the gas turbine, TIT and TOT, by fixing its settings in the model. The off-design model
is validated by comparison with the on-design model at 100% load of the gas turbine.

The main inputs of the on- and off-design models are listed in Table 1.

Table 1. Inputs for on- and off-design Thermodynamic model.

Category Variable Units Values

Common
inputs

Environmental Temperature K 288.15
Environmental Pressure bar 101.325
Condenser pressure bar 0.0336
Cooling water Temperature difference K 6.5

On-design
model inputs

Gas Turbine model and nominal power - Siemens V94.3a, 252 MW
Air mass flow rate kg/s 635.9 kg/s
Fuel mass flow rate kg/s 14.17 kg/s
HP, MP, LP steam Temperature at turbine inlet K 813; 813; 618
HP, MP, LP steam Pressure at turbine inlet bar 88.8; 12.6; 3.3
HP, MP, LP steam turbine nominal efficiency % 85; 88; 91
Recirculation ratio at ECO-LP % 29
Desired water/steam temperatures at heat
exchangers outlet - According to the STs requirement

Mass flow ratios at branching - According to the design layout

Off-design
model inputs

UA of heat exchangers in HRSG W/K Given by the on-design computation
Gas turbine load % 50–100
Off-design gas turbine control mechanism - TOT or TIT control
Heat transfer coefficient of ECO-LP kW/˝C 1542; 1388

3.2. Economic Cost Model

The economic model is based on the Total Revenue Requirement (TRR) method, described by
Bejan et al. in [14]. The Purchased Equipment Costs (PECs) are based on the industrial database of
Thermoflow Thermoflex™ and they are listed in Table 2. The remaining cost items are computed as a
percentage of the total PEC.
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Table 2. Purchased Equipment Costs (PECs) from the industrial database [30,31].

Equipment Cost [M€]

Gas turbine 66.025
Steam turbine 32.261

HRSG 25.040
Condenser 2.442

Pumps 0.514
Deareator 0.426

Piping 0.823

In line with Cafaro et al., the aggregated costs of the steam turbine and of the pumps are allocated
to the single components proportionally to the mechanical power, respectively delivered and absorbed;
similarly, the global cost of the HRSG is allocated to each heat exchanger proportionally to the thermal
power transferred [32]. Concerning the operating and maintenance expenses (O&M) of the power
plant, they are aggregated together with many other cost items, making it difficult to retrieve reliable
information. Therefore, this cost item is obtained through industrial literature review [32–34]. Errors
in the value may bias the computation of the specific costs, but they will not affect the comparative
evaluations. The yearly fixed O&M costs amount to 15.37 €/kW, while the variable O&M costs amount
to 3.27 €/MWh [34], and they are allocated to the components proportionally to their PEC, according
to Bejan et al. [14]. It is assumed that 2002 is the year of the evaluation: thus, all costs are computed in
€2002. The actual production schedule of the case study power plant is obtained from the databank
of Italian Gestore dei Mercati Energetici [35], and it refers to average cycling operation. The yearly
equivalent operating hours are approximately obtained by considering those of a sample week and
multiplying them by the number of weeks in a year. The result is 3566 h, corresponding to a mid-merit
operation profile.

Table 3. Economic parameters for the computation of Total Revenue Requirement (TRR).

Parameter Units Value

Year of construction year 2000
Duration of construction years 2
Economic life years 30
Tax life years 15
Inflation rate % 2.16
Nominal escalation rate for natural gas % 6
Cost of natural gas €/GJ 4
Ratio of equity/preferred stock/debt % 35/15/50
Return on equity/preferred stock/debt % 15/11.7/10
Tax/Property tax/Insurance rate % 38/1.5/0.5
Allocation of investment 1st/2nd year % 40/60

Considering the economic parameters listed in Table 3, a Total Revenue Requirement (TRR) value
of 9.474 current M€ is computed, of which 7.268 M€ is the cost for the fuel. The levelized cost is hence
computed, and it is allocated to each component proportionally to its PEC. Fixed values of the specific
levelized costs are obtained.

3.3. NGCC Stand-Alone Thermoeconomic Input–Output Model

In order to apply TIOA, the physical structure of the power plant is simplified as in Figure 4.
All the exergy fluxes are grouped according to the RPL criterion and the functional diagram of the
plant is derived, as depicted in Table 4.
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Figure 4. Essential physical structure of the plant.

Table 4. Resource-Product-Losses (RPL) classification.

Components Fuel (R) Product (P) Losses (L)

GT 2 + 1 + (42 – 43) 3 + 46 -
DEA 39 (19 – 18) + 37 + 38 -

ST (32 + 34 + 41) – (33 + 35 + 36 + 42) 47 + 48 + 49 + 50 -
ECO-LP 14 – 15 18 – 17 -
EVA-LP 13 – 14 39 + (40 – 38) -
SH-LP 10 – 11 41 – 40 -

ECO-MP 12 – 13 (21 ´ 20) + (27 – 26) -
EVA-LP 11 – 12 22 – 21 -
SH-MP 8 – 9 23 – 22 -

RH1-MP 6 – 7 24 – (23 + 33) -
RH2-MP 4 – 5 34 – (24 + 25) -
ECO2-HP 9 – 10 28 – 27 -
EVA-HP 7 – 8 29 – 28 -
SH1-HP 5 – 6 30 – 29 -
SH2-HP 3 – 4 32 – (30 + 31) -

LP-P 48 17 – 16 -
MP-P 49 20 + 25 – 19 -
HP-P 50 26 + 31 – 37 -

COND 35 + 36 + 43 – 16 - 45 – 44

The functional diagram is a simplified representation of the physical layout of the system, in which
material and energy flows are grouped according to the Resources, Products and Losses categories.
Therefore, the functional diagram defines the productive purpose of each component of the system, as
well as the distribution of the resources and the internal products through the system [17,36].

The TIOA model receives the results of both the thermodynamic and economic plant models
as input data: once the matrices presented in Figure 1 are defined based on such results, the LCM
Equation (8) can be applied and the exergoeconomic costs of the products Equation (8), the exergy
destructions Equation (9) and the exergoeconomic costs of exergy destructions Equation (10) are
obtained. All these results refer to one specific plant condition and the same procedure has to be
replicated for all the possible different operating conditions of the plant defined by the combination of
the considered endogenous and exogenous variables, as defined by relation Equation (11).

In line with the motivations expressed in Subsection 1.2, in the present study, only some
endogenous parameters are taken into account, namely:
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‚ Control mechanism: binary variable, consisting in TIT or TOT control mechanisms;
‚ Plant load: variable from 100% to 50% of the nominal power of the gas turbine, by steps of 5%;
‚ Performance of the heat transfer in ECO-LP: a 10% decrease in the overall heat transfer coefficient U

of the low pressure economizer from the reference value is taken into account, in order to simulate
the effect of fouling.

Based on Equation (11) and on the selected endogenous parameters, a total number of 44
thermodynamic simulations are required to characterize the TIOA model and to derive the stand-alone
Thermoeconomic Input–Output model. The on- and off-design thermoeconomic performance indices
of the power plant are therefore computed by the TIOA reduced order model as solely continuous
functions of the load and binary functions of the control mechanism and of the heat transfer coefficient
of ECO-LP.

4. Results of the Analysis

4.1. On-Design Evaluation

The results of the TIOA model for on-design operation are here presented. The values of exergy
destruction, exergy efficiency of components, total exergy and exergoeconomic costs of the products
are shown. The costs of exergy destructions

.
Cex,D reveal the relevance that thermodynamic internal

irreversibilities have in the generation of the cost of system products [37] and can be used to identify
the components that, more than others, need to be improved in order to reduce the specific costs of the
final products. This parameter is computed as a product of exergy destruction and unit exergy cost of
the fuel and considers the fact that the same exergy destruction in different components could have
different impact on the final cost based on the unit exergy cost of the fuel for each component. As can
be inferred from the values in Table 5, a reduction of the costs of the products can be pursued mostly
through improvement of the performance of GT, ST, EVA-HP, SH1-HP and ECO-LP due to the high
costs of exergy destructions for these components. Major interventions are hardly implementable in
practice. However, the performance of the GT may be improved by rescheduling the on- and off-line
cleaning of the compressor; the same is said for heat exchangers in the HRSG, especially the ones at
lower temperatures, which are more subject to fouling.

Table 5. Results of the Thermoeconomic Input–Output Analysis (TIOA) in the on-design case.

N Components ExD ηex cex,P Cex,P Cex,D ceco,P Ceco,P Z Ceco,D

MW - J/J MW MW €/GJ €/h €/h €/h

1 GT 283.3 0.62 1.61 443.1 283.6 25.7 25,481.9 10,744.6 16,306.1
2 DEA 0.0 0.96 2.45 0 0.0 123.9 0 69.4 4.2
3 ST 14.7 0.90 2.43 306.8 32.1 60.6 27,488.5 5250.0 2875.8
4 ECO_LP 3.7 0.71 2.45 0 6.5 56.5 0 524.1 540.2
5 EVA_LP 1.4 0.83 2.13 0 2.5 45.4 0 241.5 192.8
6 SH_LP 0.7 0.57 3.02 0 1.2 56.3 0 21.1 78.8
7 ECO_MP 1.4 0.88 2.02 0 2.6 42.0 0 304.1 192.0
8 EVA_MP 2.9 0.82 2.15 0 5.1 43.9 0 385.4 374.3
9 SH_MP 0.8 0.67 2.59 0 1.5 51.1 0 49.9 103.2
10 RH1_MP 3.0 0.75 2.33 0 5.2 44.8 0 194.1 362.3
11 RH2_MP 3.2 0.82 2.15 0 5.7 41.2 0 283.0 393.0
12 ECO2_HP 1.7 0.87 2.03 0 3.0 42.4 0 357.4 223.8
13 EVA_HP 10.1 0.83 2.13 0 17.8 41.8 0 1098.7 1259.2
14 SH1_HP 5.8 0.81 2.17 0 10.3 41.9 0 530.7 714.6
15 SH2_HP 1.0 0.82 2.14 0 1.7 40.9 0 84.9 117.6
16 LP P 0.4 0.15 16.79 0 1.0 480.2 0 15.7 105.4
17 MP P 0.0 0.67 3.77 0 0.0 126.7 0 3.4 4.3
18 HP P 0.4 0.69 3.66 0 1.1 109.7 0 64.5 116.2
19 COND 11.4 0.18 12.16 - - 289.9 - 397.3 -
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4.2. Off-Design Evaluation

As shown in the previous sections, after the reduced order model is derived, it can be interrogated,
providing the load (continuous variable, from 100% to 50%), the load control mechanism and the heat
transfer coefficient of the low pressure economizer as input parameters. Thanks to the disaggregated
information provided by TA, the off-design evaluation can be carried out at different levels. For
instance, in the following, the exergy efficiency of the power plant is shown in the first place, as a
function of the load, for the TOT and TIT control mechanism. Then, the analysis is scaled down: the
performance of individual components is investigated, with focus on the specific exergy destructions.
Finally, a deeper level is added and the relationship between the efficiencies of individual components
at different loads is analyzed.

4.2.1. Exergy Efficiency of the Power Plant

As can be seen in Figure 5, the exergy efficiency of the plant decreases during partial load
operation with both TIT and TOT control mechanisms. However, with the TIT control, the efficiency
decreases less and the power plant is more efficient at low loads. Therefore, for prolonged operation at
low capacity factors, TIT control is advised.
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Figure 5. Exergy efficiency of the power plant with TIT and TOT control mechanism, as a function of
the gas turbine load.

4.2.2. Performance of Individual Components

Figure 6 illustrates the performance of some components with the highest exergoeconomic cost
of exergy destruction

.
Cex,D during the partial load operation of the plant, in terms of Relative cost

difference r, defined according to relation Equation (12),

r “
cp ´ c f

c f
“

1
ηex

´ 1. (12)

An increase in the Relative cost difference represents an increase of the specific cost of the product
of the component, with fixed cost of the fuel—this mirrors a decrease in the efficiency. The results
show that, although the TIT control always leads to a globally higher efficiency, some components
may individually be more costly. Therefore, improvements may be considered for these components.
Specifically, for the gas turbine, the performance is better with TIT at partial load, while the performance
of the high pressure evaporator and first high pressure super-heater is worse with TIT control.
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4.2.3. Interrelations among Components

After evaluating the efficiency of the components individually, as a function of the load, the next
useful step under the operator’s perspective is to analyze the interrelation between components. Parts
of the power plant like the HRSG are almost a black box, where few quantities over few components are
monitored. It may happen that a component experiences a failure, but this is not tracked, because the
other components counterbalance the failure and the overall performance does not change significantly.
In this case, an anomaly has occurred, and the operators are interested in tracking back, although it does
not significantly affect the global performance. With the reduced order TIOA model proposed by the
Authors, the operators themselves can predict the normal off-design performance of the components
and, thus, track possible anomalies without the need of external expertise.

In the present case, the efficiency of the low pressure economizer is reduced by decreasing the
overall heat transfer coefficient U, assumed as a proxy for the fouling. This component is chosen
since the low temperature heat exchangers are subject to fouling more than others. Figure 7 shows
the relative difference of the exergy efficiency of other heat exchangers in the HRSG when the heat
transfer coefficient of the ECO-LP is decreased by 10%. The only considerable effect is noticed in the
low pressure super-heater, and it is positive. The changes in efficiencies on the other heat exchangers
are negligible. The super-heater counterbalances the effects of a reduction in the efficiency of the
economizer, and this is due to the reduction in the mass flow rate of steam produced—when the
economizer is subject to fouling, the temperature difference between the water and the gases increases,
while the pressure and the mass flow rate slightly decrease. The super-heater is sensitive to this
decrease, since it elaborates a much lower mass flow rate. Consequently, the temperature difference
across it decreases and its efficiency increases. The effect is less intense at lower loads. The fluctuations
of the curves are due to a number of interactions between the control mechanisms of all the components
in the power plant, but they are limited and do not prevent clear trends to be identified for the low
pressure economizer and super-heater. The numerical inaccuracy does not affect these trends, since it
is found to be three orders of magnitude smaller than the variations in Figure 7.
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4.2.4. Comparison of the Fixed and Functional-Coefficients Approaches

Input–Output models are traditionally adopted to estimate the effects that changes in the final
demand would have on the specific and total costs of the system products. Such applications usually
rely on the linearity assumption, considering Technical Coefficients as constants [27,38]. This assumption
is suited for the analysis of national economies, where the technological level of the productive
sectors depends on many processes lumped together, and it is derived from extensive data collection
processes [20,39]. However, the linearity assumption may not always accurately represent the behavior
of detailed energy systems, since any change in the final demand or operating conditions of such
systems may greatly affect the performance of single components.

Figure 8 shows the results of the comparison between the TIOA approach employed in this work
(with functional technical coefficients) and the traditional approach based on the linearity assumption
(with fixed technical coefficients). The relative deviation between the two approaches has been computed
for the unit exergy cost of the product of different heat exchangers (∆cex,P, %), considering both TIT
and TOT control mechanisms. With decreasing load and TOT control, the two approaches do not
differ significantly. On the contrary, with decreasing load and TIT control, the difference sharply
increases, indicating that the linearity assumption is not appropriate for the off-design evaluation of
La Casella NGCC.
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5. Conclusions

In this paper, a Thermoeconomic Input–Output Analysis (TIOA) model for the on- and off-design
performance prediction of energy systems has been proposed, and applied to La Casella NGCC power
plant, operating in northern Italy. The TIOA model is stand-alone, in the sense that performance
predictions can be performed at every load and with different load control mechanisms, without
making further use of the thermodynamic and the economic models. Therefore, they can also be
carried out by the power plant operators, who are not into the detailed thermodynamic modeling
and need to reduce the complexity of the solution algorithms and the reduced computational effort.
The model inherently formalizes the huge amount of information contained in the outputs in an
effective way, accounting for the needs of power plant operators.

The model has been applied to an NGCC power plant subject to flexible operation in northern Italy.
The on-design evaluation identifies, based on the exergoeconomic costs of exergy destructions, which
components should be thermodynamically improved with priority: the GT, ST, EVA-HP, SH1-HP,
and the ECO-LP. The off-design evaluation analyzes the performance of the plant at different levels:
the global exergy efficiency, the exergy efficiency of individual components, and the interrelation
between the exergy efficiency of different components. With the first level evaluation, the TIT control
mechanism is identified to better perform at partial loads, than TOT; in the second level, it is shown
that, even when the global performance is better, some components may be less efficient (such as the
EVA-HP and SH1-HP); the third level evaluation shows that if the ECO-LP is subject to fouling, the
SH-LP may counterbalance its decrease in efficiency, preventing the malfunction from being diagnosed.
Finally, a comparison between the approach proposed in this paper for off-design evaluation and the
reference approach employed in traditional Input–Output economic accounting is presented, in order
to highlight the necessity of the first one for this application.

The study provides power plant operators with a tool to predict and to diagnose the off-design
performance of power plants undergoing cycling operation. This contributes to abating the
informational barriers between scientific research and industrial practice.
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Abbreviations

The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:

ECT Exergy Cost Therory
ECO-LP Low Pressure Economizer
EVA-HP High Pressure Evaporator
ExA Exergy Analysis
GT Gas Turbine
HRSG Heat Recovery Steam Generator
IO Input–Output
IGVs Inlet Guide Vanes
LCM Leontief Cost Model
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LHV Lower Heating Value
O&M Operating and Maintenance
NGCC Natural Gas Combined Cycle
PECs Purchased Equipment Costs
RPL Resource-Product-Losses
ST Steam Turbine
SH1-HP First High Pressure Super-Heater
TA Thermoeconomic Analysis
TIOA Thermoeconomic Input–Output Analysis
TOT Turbine Outlet Temperature
TIT Turbine Inlet Temperature
TRR Total Revenue Requirement
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